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Blank Sailings are coming in force as carriers match supply
with demand to stave off falling rates
Port congestion on the US East Coast is improving, but is
still high compared to this same time last year
Canadian ports particularly hit hard by port congestion
Capacity shifting from China to Southeast Asia

Subscribe to project44’s Supply Chain Insights reports, here

Blank Sailing Blitz for Christmas
Prepare for a blizzard of blank sailings in the build up to Christmas as carriers cut more
services in an attempt to match supply with demand and halt the rapid decline in freight rates.
Data from project44™, the world’s leading Advanced Visibility provider for shippers and
logistics service providers, points to carriers preparing to blank as many as 64% of sailings on
the Transatlantic trade lane in the build up to Christmas. Nearly half of all sailings are expected
to be blanked on the Transpacific trade lane compared to 38% on the Europe-Asia trade lane.

"We’re witnessing the normalization of the global supply chain. There were some obvious winners
and losers as a result of the pandemic induced logistical gridlock felt this time last year. Despite
some remaining pockets of congestion, increased dwell times, and delays, it is evident that
carriers are now shuffling the deck as the market shifts back to the shipper's advantage.”
— Josh Brazil, VP, Supply Chain Insights at project44

Following a disappointing peak season for carriers in which they opted to blank as much as
74% of services on the Transatlantic and 56% on the Transpacific in October, there has been
an improvement in services in November, but it is expected to be short lived.
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On the Transpacific trade, blank sailings have returned to high levels after a brief respite in
November. The number of blank sailings will drop to 9% in November before returning to the
peaks of October in December.
Despite carrier efforts to stop rate declines, blank sailings haven't really impacted rate declines
just yet. The latest data from Container Trade Statistics shows that demand for TEUs declined
almost 9% year-on-year in September, 3% lower in September 2019. This sharp decline in
volumes comes as retailers sit on record levels of inventory.
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The average level of blank sailings in November is forecast to be 23% on the Transatlantic
trade, 33% on the Transpacific and 46% on the route between Asia and Europe. In the first two
weeks of December while the average level of blank sailings is forecast to fall to 33% on Asia
to Europe, it will increase to 45% on the Transatlantic and 46% on the Transpacific.

California Strike Fears Pushing Congestion Elsewhere
The US west coast has yet to experience a major strike despite fears from carriers and
shippers. However, the one-day walk-off by union workers at Oakland on Nov 4 shows the risk
remains, and there has been an increase in port congestion and waiting times at Oakland due
to maintenance issues.
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Congestion Felt in “Plan B” Ports
Seeking to avoid the threat of strike action, carriers have switched tonnage to transit the
Panama Canal and call directly at ports including New York, Norfolk, Houston and Charleston.
The shift, ironically, has resulted in a 107% increase in port congestion in Gulf ports and a 44%
increase at the East Coast ports, year-over-year.
The situation in these ports appears to have peaked, however, with a respective decline in
congestion levels of 23% and 4% between September and October, according to project44
supply chain visibility data.
Congestion at West Coast ports with the exception of Oakland is improving as well. According
to Maersk, the vessel backlog in Oakland stood at 16 ships with vessel wait times of up to 25
days, in part due to two cranes being down for maintenance.
Canada’s two largest ports saw a sharp increase in port congestion between September and
October with a 79% increase in port congestion in Prince Rupert and 33% in Vancouver. The
number of days ships are waiting for berths, however, is still down notably from numbers
recorded earlier this year.
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Capacity Shifting from China to Southeast Asia
Carriers and shippers also appear to be shuffling the pack in Asia pushing more tonnage into
Busan, South Korea. The wild fluctuations in volumes in China’s industrial heartland are part of
the issue, with ongoing friction between the US and Chinese governments concerning chip
technology and persistent interruptions to the supply chain resulting from China’s zero-COVID
policy, both of which have encouraged shippers to hedge their bets and diversify production
centers. The outcome has been shippers and carriers building capacity in Southeast Asia,
according to project44’s latest data.
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project44’s supply chain visibility data shows that TEU capacity was up 5% year-over-year in
October reflecting a 5% increase on the number posted in September. The overall increase in
October was mainly due to carriers increasing their capacity in the Far East and Southeast Asia
with Busan receiving an abnormal increase of 451,194 TEU (up 14% month-over-month)
following the addition of an extra 148 vessels in October compared to September. This
increase in nominal TEU capacity represented 8% of the overall increase in capacity of 5.8m
TEU between September and October.
Tianjin and Xiamen had larger percentage increases in capacity in the same period up 134%
and 52% respectively, but the increases were smaller in both cases (416,105 TEU and 375,674
TEU).

Container Dwell Times on the Rise In Canada and Southeast Asia
Carriers avoiding the possibility of strikes in California and shippers re-shuffling their supply
chains in response to geopolitical and COVID pains in China have had negative impacts on
dwell times in places like Southeast Asia, Canada and the Indian Subcontinent.
Importers and Canadian ports felt the pain as import container dwell times increased 80%
increase year-on-year up from 2.8 days to 5.1 days in October 22. The sharp increase follows a
47% increase from 3.4 days in September earlier this year.

Dwell times in Southeast Asia were also up sharply year-over-year from an average of 3 days to
3.8 days in October and up 13% month-over-month from 3.3 days in September.
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Berth Time
The average berth time in Canadian ports continues to be a concern to both customers,
carriers, and terminals. The delays may be attributed to the increased port congestion and also
container dwell time. Carriers have announced rerouting their services from Canada to other
US West Coast ports.
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Shipment Delays Follow Port Congestion Trend
Overall, however, the drastic reduction in global port congestion compared to the supply chain
gridlock being felt this time last year, and the sharp fall in demand for the industry over the
same time period has resulted in a dramatic reduction in the deviation of vessels from their
scheduled transit times on the three principal trade lanes.
Year-over-year there has been a notable improvement in vessel and shipment delays,
according to data from project44.
On the Transpacific trade lane, delays to shipments have decreased from 8.82 days in October
2021 to 4.8 days in October 2022, a 46% improvement.
While on the Asia-Europe route, the reduction was a decrease of 64% from 8.8 days to 3.1 days
and on the Transatlantic route delays were down 63% from 10.5 days to 3.9 days year-overyear.
The only minor blip in the downward trend was a 3% increase in delays between September
and October 2022 on the Transpacific trade lane, largely caused by the increase in port
congestion in Oakland and Canada.

"Congestion is not the global issue it once was but there are still pockets of congestion that
illustrate the seismic changes taking place in the supply chain. Important improvements in
port infrastructure in places like India, Southeast Asia and on the US east coast are needed
to adapt but this cannot happen overnight. Shippers will probably have to live with some
growing pains in these places in the short-term but it’s a price worth paying to create more
capacity and flexibility in the system for the long-term.”
— Josh Brazil, VP, Supply Chain Insights at project44
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Outlook
Overall demand in the container industry is on the decline as retailers sit on record levels of
inventory following a move from a “just in time” to “just in case” supply chain. Retailers were
sitting on $740bn of retail in August, a 21% increase since the start of global congestion issues
started October last year.
For ocean carriers, this is not welcome news, but for shippers still in the market looking to
optimize their supply chain, it offers opportunities and for consumers there should be a less
bumpy shopping season. It’s clear there is a notable push by shippers to diversify and mitigate
risks by switching from the once all-powerful trade axis between China and the US west coast
and this trend will continue as companies seek to spread their risks globally.
Meanwhile, there are little signs of the macroeconomic situation improving soon. Although
recent US inflation numbers show that October’s inflation rate was 7.7%, down from 8.2% in
September, the global economy remains in uncertain territory. Although the most recent US
inflation numbers may be an indication that inflation has peaked, it is unclear if the Fed will
continue with its plan to raise interest rates as high as 6% to bring inflation in line with its
goals.
A recession in the US coupled with the economic problems being felt in Europe and China are
only likely to continue the slide in demand for containerized goods and create more
uncertainty globally as the impact of a weakening in the world’s largest economy is felt further
afield.
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"Shippers are re-shaping the global supply chain in response to the logistical pain
they felt in the aftermath of the pandemic and the traumatic demand shock to the
system. The result has been a balloon effect -squeeze things in one place and the
effects are seen elsewhere. We’ve noticed the shift in cargoes from the US west
coast to the east coast and a shift from China to southeast Asia and the Indian
subcontinent. It pays to diversify your supply chain to remain flexible and ensure you
have good supply chain visibility to navigate disruptions.”
— Josh Brazil, VP, Supply Chain Insights at project44

Definitions of terms used in this report
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Vessel and TEU capacity: Vessel capacity is the number of vessels calling at global
ports tracked by project44. TEU capacity is the accumulated nominal TEU carrying
capacity of the vessels deployed by carriers calling in those ports each month.
Container Import Dwell Time: The number of days that it takes for full import containers
to be cleared and moved out of the port/terminal and for full export containers that are
received at the port/terminal to be loaded onto the vessel.
Transshipment rollover: The rollover percentages are based on the percentage of
containers that were loaded on a vessel other than the initially planned vessel. Rollovers
can happen due to a variety of reasons and these numbers are not necessarily
correlated with the quality of operations by the carrier or the port concerned.
Vessel Berth Time: The total time in days that ships spend inside the port (at berth)
working to offload import containers and load export containers.
Cargo lead times: The total time in days it takes for an export container to be received
at the port of loading until it is offloaded at the port of discharge. The time includes
waiting times at way ports or dwell times at transshipment ports if any.
Port Congestion: The number of ships at anchor outside the port waiting for a berth to
be able to start offloading import containers and load export containers.
Shipment Delays = Indicates delays on specific routes based on the average number of
days of deviation from the estimated time of arrival of the vessel outlined on the
carrier’s original schedule.
Blank Sailings = A blank sailing (a.k.a. void sailing) refers to a service voyage that the
carrier has canceled. “Canceled” means a schedule previously published but has now
been revoked by the carrier. A blank sailing can also mean that only one port call is
being skipped. project44, however, records a blank sailing only when a service voyage is
canceled in at least one direction.
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About project44
project44 is on a mission to make supply chains work. As the supply chain connective tissue,
project44 operates the world’s most trusted end-to-end visibility platform that tracks more
than 1 billion shipments annually for over 1,200 of the leading brands, including top companies
in manufacturing, automotive, retail, life sciences, food & beverage, and oil, chemical & gas.
Using project44, shippers and carriers across the globe drive greater predictability, resiliency
and sustainability.
The undisputed leader in the market, project44 was named the Leader in the Gartner Magic
Quadrant, #1 in FreightWaves FreightTech 2022, the Customer’s Choice in Gartner Peer
Insights Voice of the Customer report. project44 is headquartered in Chicago with a diverse
team spanning 17 global offices. To learn more, visit www.project44.com.
For questions or comments:
press@project44.com

Disclaimer: The information conveyed herein, shared solely for summary and not contractual
purposes, comes from both project44 and third-party reporting. The project44 data does not
include all available market information, and project44 has not undertaken to independently
verify the third-party reporting. Similarly, this type of data changes from day-to-day.
Accordingly, the reader should not rely on this reporting to make any business decisions, and
project44 expressly disavows any liability arising from any such reliance.
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